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There is no single medical explanation for colic; therefore there is no magical medical cure.
However, there are many ways to attempt to sooth the colicky infant. First, medical causes of a
baby’s crying should be ruled out. Many medical problems such as hernias, appendicitis,
corneal abrasions and other diseases may cause prolonged crying of infants.
Once these medical problems are ruled out it is important to review feeding techniques. The
baby should be fed in a semi-upright position with burping during and after feedings. Feeding
in a quiet dim room may help the fussy baby.
Suggestions to Soothe a Crying Infant
A Parent may try all of these suggestions or even think of their own ways to calm their crying baby. At times creativity
and patience are the keys to getting through difficult fussy times.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A baby carrier (Snugli or Baby Bjorn). The combination of swaddling, body contact and gentle motion
helps put many fussy babies right to sleep.
Car or stroller rides, vibration calms many fussy babies
Placing a baby next to a running dishwasher, washing machine or dryer or running the vacuum
cleaner. Many times this is the cleanest your carpets will ever be! This does work.
Walk the baby face down or sit the baby face down (stomach on your legs). The gentle pressure
may be soothing to your baby.
Baby swing
Change of environment. Take a walk outside. This may help change your infants moods, as well as
your own.
Introduce a pacifier for the very “oral” babies. The sucking motion can be soothing for these babies.
Swaddle the infant with a soft receiving blanket.
Play a tape or CD with the sound of a heartbeat as heard in the womb.
Rub your babies’ tummy. Experiment with gentle massage techniques.
If your baby is straining to have a bowel movement please contact us. The doctor may want to
examine your baby to determine if they have tight anal sphincter.

Breast-feeding mothers may attempt to eliminate milk and milk products in their diet, as well as the
below list of foods. Formula fed babies may try a predigested formula line, Nutramagen. Please contact
us before any changes, and with any questions.

Lorem Ipsum

Remember, colic mysteriously disappears at about 3 months so there is an end to the fussiness. If
times are stressful do not be afraid to ask for help – a family member or babysitter would be happy
to give you the time you need.

FOODS THAT MAY BE PROBLEMATIC WITH BREASTFEEDING:
Beans
Onions
Garlic
Citrus juices
Cabbage
Turnips
Broccoli

melons
peaches
fresh fruit
eggs
cow’s milk
caffeine
coffee

tea
chocolate
cola drinks
tomatoes
tomato products

COLIC:
•
•

Occurs during the first 3 months of life, believed to be episodes of abdominal pain, usually occurring
same time of day from either trapped gas or immature GI system.
They’ll either outgrow it or if could be a food allergy.

TREATMENT:
•

Dislodge gas with movement
Snuggle
Swings
Placing infant on the washing machine
Rocking
Walking
Car rides

•

Breast Vs. Formula Vs. which formula
Formula: Isomil (soy)
Next try Nutramagen
Next try Alumentim
Breast:
Eliminate certain foods (see food list above)
Eliminate dairy products for a week, if this works, mom needs to consult O.B. about
calcium supplements. (Need approx. 800 – 100mg a day).

•

If none of the above works its probably just gas
Try Mylicon drops, 0.3cc up to 4 times a day.
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